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The main objective of the present work of research is to determine which are the 

teaching strategies that must be applied by teachers to improve the pronunciation of 

the verb endings (d/ed) and the plural nouns (s/es/ies) of the English language, on 

the basis of the use of the survey as an instrument of research applied to the 

students of the first year of high school consolidated general College of Machala, 

through a painstaking research developed in the institutional context and through 

research located in bibliographic sources came to the conclusion that for the majority 

of the students is complex recognize the difference between deaf and audible 

phonemes, the second fundamental fact is that the majority of students do not 

recognize the correct pronunciation of the Verb endings and plural nouns. Through 
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the survey we were able to see three relevant facts that are a negative factor at the 

time the student speak certain words in keeping with the theme given by the teacher 

during the teaching-learning process; that the teacher does not focus their class to 

the aspect of how to teach the phonetic types of consonants deaf and sound of the 

English language hence the students do not know the difference between voiced and 

unvoiced phoneme, that the teacher does not use teaching strategies to improve the 

pronunciation in the student therefore this does not know the difference to deliver a 

regular verb in the present of a regular verb in the past, a noun in the plural whose 

termination is /s/ of a noun in Plural whose termination is/ies/.  It is recommended 

that teachers apply didactic strategies such as the use of phonics through interactive 

video (consonants deaf and beeps), International Phonetic Alphabet, use of rhymes 

(read words rhythmic), use of syllables (divide the word in different sounds) and focus 

on the intonation of the word. 

Key Words: Teaching strategies, teachers, pronunciation, verb endings (d/ed), plural 

of nouns s/es/ies. 
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8.INTRODUCTION 

The pronunciation it refers to the way in which a word or language is spoken and the 

way in which someone pronounces a word. The pronunciation is essentially the support 

of the skills of listening and speaking, the people used both at the time of issuing or 

produce sounds through words, as in their perception, greatly enhancing the listening 

comprehension, however at the time that the teacher does not dominate the correct 

pronunciation or implement teaching strategies for the correct pronunciation of the 

topics listed below: (verb endings (d/ed ) and Plural nouns (s/ is /ies) the student does 

not recognize or execute a correct pronunciation of the subjects taught by the teacher. 

 

The vast majority of students of the Canton Machala El Oro province of all the 

educational centers have many tax problems when seeking to identify the correct 

pronunciation of the verb endings (d/ed) and plural nouns (s/is/ ites) of pronunciation of 

the verb endings are hence makes them complex pronounce the regular verbs because 

the teaching does not use teaching strategies such as use of phonemes deaf and 

audible. 

 

During the practical pre-professional carried out in the College Machala carried out in 

the Eighth Semester of teaching in English is able to diagnose what the teacher does 

not have a correct pronunciation of the words, therefore, the student may not obtain a 

correct pronunciation of the topics covered. 

 

For the development of this research is carried out surveys to teachers from the area of 

English and to students, the questionnaire of questions which allowed us to know these 

aspects such as: Types of consonants and deaf sound of the English language, Level of 

pronunciation to the student and the teacher in the verb endings D/ED and the 

substantive S/ES/IES, didactic strategy applied in the education of the deaf and auditory 

consonants. 
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With the above has as its general purpose: is to determine which are the didactic 

strategies that teachers should be applied to improve the pronunciation of the verb 

endings (d/ed) and the plural of nouns (s/es/ies) of the English language .The overall 

objective is set the following specific objectives: 

1. Classifying the types of consonants that exist in the English language by determining 

its phonetics. 

2. Determine the level of pronunciation of the teacher and student in the verb endings 

(d/ed) and the plural nouns (s/es/ies). 

3. Set the type of teaching strategy that applies the teaching in the education of the deaf 

and auditory consonants. 

4. Identify the best strategy that teachers can use in the teaching of pronunciation of the 

verb endings (d/ed) and the plural nouns (s/is/ ites). 

 

Finally, the present document shows a historical and contextual analysis of the research 

problem, and the types of teaching strategies that teachers must use the time to teach 

the verb endings (d/ed) and the plural nouns supported in a correct pronunciation. 
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9.-DEVELOPMENT: 

9.1Historical background of the problem: 

It is established that after the II World War, when boom of English as a foreign 

language, and until the end of the 60 the pronunciation was considered an important 

component in the teaching of English as a foreign language, only surpassed by the 

emphasis that is conferred on the grammatical aspect. 

. On the other hand, the teaching of languages was then assimilated as the domain of 

those referred and defined structures of each of the linguistic components that made up 

the language. The class was the pronunciation that gave attention to the phonemes, the 

contrast of minimal pairs, allophonic variations, and the combinatory rules of the phonic 

system and the structural analysis of prosodic characteristics elements. 

In the late 60s and until the 1980s there was a significant change in the teaching of 

English as a foreign language that affects the importance toward the teaching of the 

contextualized pronunciation. 

This change has led to questioning the what and how to teach, and whether to keep the 

teaching of the phonetic pronunciation as joint, or not paying any attention to this 

component. In the majority of the courses of communicative teaching English, teaching 

pronunciation does not disappear altogether, although its incidence falls dramatically 

and conveys the idea that the pronunciation can be purchased with only spontaneously 

listen to the foreign language, to focus the analysis on some selected aspects with care. 

 

9.2 Contextualization problem: 

The didactic strategies are, a procedure organized, formalized and oriented to a target 

clearly established. Its application in daily practice requires the refinement of 

procedures and techniques whose election detailed design and are the responsibility of 

the teacher.The strategy is, therefore, a planning system applied to a set of articulated 

actions to reach a goal. So that there can be no talk of strategies that are used when 

there is not a goal toward which guide the actions. The teaching strategies are used by 

the teacher have had a great value around the world, during its process it must be  
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based on a method but in contrast to this, the strategy is flexible and can take shape 

based on the goals where you want to reach. In its implementation, the strategy you can 

make use of a number of techniques to achieve the objectives. 

 

However, the use of teaching strategies have not been fully implemented during the 

teaching- learning process in countries of Central America, the same that are so 

important in the classroom at the time to teach a subject. It should be emphasized that 

the majority of students of the Canton Machala of the vast majority of schools have 

enough problems at the time to recognize the difference between the verb endings 

(d/ed) and the plural nouns (s/ is / ies).  Due to the research of observation through the 

instrument of research as the survey was able to determine that the students of the 

College Machala are immersed in this problem, for that reason, the student does not 

have a correct pronunciation based on these two topics mentioned above. 

 

The low level of use that has the teacher at the time of use teaching strategies 

appropriate to the time to teach the correct pronunciation and not have at least one level 

of pronunciation as the C1 causes the student does not dominate the correct 

pronunciation of the words in the verb endings d/ed and plural nouns (s/es/ies).  If this 

problem persists among the vast majority of students at this prestigious educational 

institution, students may not improve in the proper use of obtaining a correct 

pronunciation and subsequently may not adequately implement. 

 

9.3Theoretical foundation: 

9.3.1 Teaching Strategies: 

They are called as the activities that used the teacher in order to meet their objectives, 

the same that will contribute to the teaching-learning process of the student, it is 

possible to define that there are different types of strategies between which it is 

mentioned the learning strategies aimed at with perspective to the student, such as the 

teaching strategies aimed at the teaching with perspective.(Picado, 2012) 
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9.3.2Application of a didactic strategy:Como su propio nombre lo indica, la palabra 

estrategia implica un proceso mediante el cual se elige y coordina una serie de 

actividades. 

Before the implementation of a particular strategy, it is necessary to evaluate the 

student in a general way in terms of the psychological and sociological aspects to that in 

this way can be performed at application of a correct strategy and this in turn have their 

successes.(Barrera, 2009) 

In the first instance it is necessary to diagnose the situation in which you will find the 

student for that in this way arise the objectives, followed by this will perform the design 

of the strategy and finally perform the implementation of the teaching strategy that will 

contribute to achieve the objectives.(Barrera, 2009) 

9.3.2.1Types of teaching strategies used in the correct pronunciation: 

 Use of Unvoiced and Voiced Consonants:Consonants are produced by 

positioning the tongue, lips and teeth in order to modify the passage of air through 

the mouth. For example, the sound may be made with both lips, as in /p/ or /b/, or 

with the tongue and the roof of the mouth, as in /l/ or /n/, and so on. Also, the way in 

which the sound is made is important – whether the lips are pursed together when 

producing /w/, for example, or the way the top teeth ´bite´ the bottom lip in /f/ and so 

on. Two sounds may, furthermore, differ in whether they are made with the voice or 

not, as the way they are made and where they are made remain the same. There 

are many examples of this Table 1, and they can be paired as follow.(Fitzpatrick, 

The sound of English, 1995) 

 
Table 1.Unvoiced and voiced consonants 
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This difference between voiced and unvoicedconsonantsFig. 1 can be demonstrated to 

students by getting them to produce the two contrasting sounds one after the other with 

their hands over their ears. Voiced consonants should resonate strongly inside the 

head, whereas unvoiced consonants should remain virtually silent. When students first 

try this, make sure that they articulate the consonant only, without following with a vowel 

sound as is often the tendency. This is important in order to appreciate the difference 

properly. The other consonant sounds can be considered as miscellaneous. They can 

be distinguished in the following words. (Fitzpatrick, Difference between unvoiced and 

voiced, 1995) 

 

Fig.1 Unvoiced and voiced consonants with their respective examples 

  

Examples: 

/m/ as in man 

/n/ as in no 

/ŋ/ as in sing 

/l/ as in leg 

/r/ as in red 

/w/ as in week 

/ j / as in yes 

/h / as in how 

 

 Use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT): 

Applications of Smart phones to learn phonetics: At present we are immersed in the 

world of technology, today there are applications for smart phones, one of which we can 

mention is English pronunciation Fig.3, which we can find in the Internet free of charge 
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which are very useful for showing graphically the appliance phonological and where you 

can find the pronunciation of vowels, consonants and formant. 

 

Fig. 3Android Application Model English pronunciation 

 Android Application Sounds (The Pronunciation APP): 

This application is a vital concern for all those people that are formed in the knowledge 

of English and for all those people who are immersed in phonetics courses and for 

those individuals who are carrying out a learning phonetic alphabet in both British 

English and American. (White, 2013) 

 

 

 Using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA): 

IPA Fig. 4is the most widely used system for representing the sounds of any language. 

A reproduction of the latest version of the International Phonetic Alphabet (2005) is                   

Available at the website of the International Phonetic Association.(Marlene, 2013) 
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Fig. 4International Phonetic Alphabet 

 

 Using songs to teach the correct pronunciation of the words: 

The use of songs during the teaching and learning of the English language is very 

important because in this way the student learns the correct pronunciation of the words 

of dynamic and innovative way.(De Inglés, 1997) 

 

9.4Thepronunciation of consonants: 

Most consonants have only one sound value. They are /b/, /d/, /f/, /h/, /j/, /k/, /l/, /m/, /n/, 

/r/, /v/, /w/, /z/. It is important to note that the pronunciation of these letters does not vary 

even when they are doubled (for example, happy, middle, hotter, and so on). However, 

as well as their normal sound value, some consonants may also appear as silent 

consonants. They may be silent at the beginning of a word, within it or at the end.  

(Fitzpatrick, The pronounciation of consonants, 1995) 
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9.4.1 The letter /s/: 

This complex consonant has four possible sounds. In most words, it is pronounced 

either as unvoiced /s/, or as a voiced /z/Table 2, depending on a number of factors, 

which can be listed as follows. 

 At the beginning of a word, it is normally pronounced /s/ (sun, sleep, stop). 

 In the middle of a word, if it comes either before or after a consonant, it is usually 

pronounced /s/, with a few exceptions (compare mistake, consonant and pessimist 

with possess, dissolve and scissors). Between two vowels, in the middle of a word, 

however, it is pronounced /z/ (reason, present). 

 At the end of a word, it is pronounced /s/ after a whispered unvoiced consonant 

(walks, stars,cups), and /z/ after a voiced consonant (plan, climbs, finds). 

 The pronunciation of the letter ´s´ can also vary to distinguish the function of words 

with the same spelling. For example, in the following list, the verbs are pronounced 

with the /z/ sound, and the nouns and adjectives with the /s/  sound:(Fitzpatrick, The 

pronounciation /s/ , 1995) 

 
Table 2.  Verbs with the /z/ sound and nouns and adjectives with the /s/ sound 

 

9.4.2 Consonants and grammar: 

Some consonants influence the pronunciation of nouns and verbs as they change either 

from singular to plural (in the case of nouns), or in person or tense (in the case of verbs. 

In nouns endings in sibilant consonant sounds, for example, an extra syllable is inserted 

toseparate out the final ´s off the plural, as in places or wishes Table 3. The same thing 

happens in the third person singular of present tense verbs such as wash (washes) or 

race (races).(Consonants and grammar, 1995) 
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Table 3Regular Plurals 

 

9.4.3 Regular Verbs Past Tense: 

In regular past tenses Table 4, the final consonant of the verb modifies the way 

successive letters are pronounced. Verbs ending in a voiced consonant are pronounced 

with an extra /d/ sound, as in opened, while those ending in an unvoiced consonant are 

pronounced /t/, as in stopped (Table 4).(Regular past tenses, 1995) 

 

Table 4. Regular verbs 

With verbs that end in /t/ or /d/, this rule cannot apply, because a double /t/ or /d/ sound 

would have to be sounded. Instead, an extra syllable /Id/ is created, as in ended or 

started.(Regular past tenses, 1995) 
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9.4.4 Pronunciation of the regular verbs: 

The endings of the regular verbs in English has three different pronunciations 

depending on which are the last sound pronounced in the infinitive of the verb.(Renedo, 

2013) 

 

 Is pronounced /d/ after any vowel or a consonant sound. The audible sounds are 

those that are handed down in vibration of the vocal cords. Audible sounds are the 

following consonants: /b/, /g/, /l/, m/, /n/, /ɳ/ (written ng, as in bang), /r/, /v/, /ð/ 

(written as th in bathe), /z/ (written s intervocalic or, as in buzz, /ʒ/ (as in azure), /dʒ/ 

(as in judge) Examples: played /pleɪd/, robbed / /robd/, hanged / /hӕnd/.(Renedo, 

2013) 

 

 Is pronounced /t/ deaf after consonants. The deaf sounds are those in which do not 

vibrate the vocal cords when they occur. In English are the following: /f/, /k/, /p/, /s/, 

/θ/ (written as th in with ), /ʈ ʃ/ (written ch as in watch), /ʃ/ (written in wash 

shcomo)Examples: laughed /laːft/, talked / toːkt/, kissed / /kɪst/.(Renedo, 2013) 

 

 When a verb ends in /d/ or /t/ in the infinitive, the suffix -ed is pronounced as a 

separate syllable: /Id/.  Therefore, if the regular verb ends in any of these sounds, 

the past is a syllable rather than the simple form.(Renedo, 2013) 
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10.- RESULTS: 

10.1Research Modality: 

 During the field research, surveys were developed to students Annex 1 and Annex 2 

teacher of the first year of secondary school in two specialties these were: 

 

  Marketing and Sales“A” 

 Parallel Social Sciences “B” , “C” y “E” 

 

To set the number of students surveyed was established the following formula: 

  
 

  (
 

   
)
 

 
 

Where: 

              

                  

           

          1 

The educational institution has in the first year of high school a total population of 260 

students 171 still science and 89 are technicians, applies the formula to determine the 

sample with a permissible error of 15% then: 

  
 

  (
 

   
)
 

 
 

  
   

  (
  

   
)
 

   
                       

With the foregoing, it is must to survey 10 students per classroom of the two specialties 

for a tolerable error of 15% and with this document the important aspects of this 

research. 
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10.2 Statistical analysis of student: 

During the development of the surveys to 40 first-year students in the fields of Social 

Sciences and Trade and Sales, you can highlight the following: 45% of the students 

recognize the consonants with deaf and sound of the English language, however, only 

20% of the students do not know the correct pronunciation of the regular verbs walk, 

play, and decides to. The 15% of the students do not know the correct pronunciation of 

the substantive box, sweater and hat and 45% of the students mentioned that the 

teacher uses traditional methods in teaching. 

 

10.3 Analysis of response survey to teachers: 

In the development of the applied surveys to three teachers of the first year, highlights 

the following: all teachers used in the teaching of language and the deaf consonants 

sound for correct pronunciation. The level it has pronunciation is located between A1 

and C1. Teachers claim that regularly receive training to have a correct pronunciation 

finally teachers apply the following strategies for a correct pronunciation: 

 Repetition 

 Using the patterns and 

 The points ways of articulation 

 

10.4 Alternative solution: 

After the completion of the respective analysis of research tools such as as surveys of 

teachers and students of the first year of high school consolidated general of following 

alternatives are proposed solution: 

1. Train teachers about the importance of using teaching strategies at the time of 

teaching phonics on the classroom  

2. Encourage the use of the didactic strategies such as the use of TIC in smart phones, 

to obtain a higher score on the pronunciation of verb endings /d/ and /ed/ and plural 

nouns /s/, /es/ and /ies/. 

3. Implement innovate strategies such as the use of songs and videos based on the 

content to be taught by the teacher. 
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11.- CONCLUSIONS 

 The majority of teachers do not use appropriate innovative instructional strategies to 

encourage the student desire to learn the branch of the phonetics in conjunction with 

the pronunciation of the words; they are considered two very important disciplines 

within the teaching-learning process of the English language. 

 

 If the teacher does not use teaching strategies of phonics in the class has to which 

the student does not dominate the pronunciation of certain items of education taught 

in the classroom. 

 

 The use of teaching strategies such as videos, songs succeeds tics in the student 

that get good results at the time to learn the correct pronunciation and phonetics of 

words. 

 

 The correct pronunciation in the student depends on the level of knowledge that the 

teacher because in this way the student will be the receiver of your pronunciation 

and knowledge of the language. 
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13.- ANNEX 

Annex 1. Student’s Survey 

 

 

UNIVERSIDAD TÉCNICA DE MACHALA 
UNIDAD ACADÉMICA DE CIENCIAS SOCIALES 

ESCUELA DE CIENCIAS DE LA EDUCACIÓN 
ESPECIALIZACIÓN DOCENCIA EN INGLÉS 

 
EXAMEN COMPLEXIVO PARTE PRÁCTICA 

 

 BOLETA DE ENCUESTA A ESTUDIANTES 
 

TEMA DE LA INVESTIGACIÓN: 

“APLICACIÓN DE ESTRATEGIAS DIDÁCTICAS PARA LA CORRECTA 

PRONUNCIACIÓN DE LAS TERMINACIONES VERBALES(D/ED) Y EL PRURAL 

DE LOS SUSTANTIVOS (S/ES/IES)” 

 

OBJETIVOS DE LA ENCUESTA: 

1. Clasificar los tipos de consonantes que existen en el idioma Inglés determinando 

su fonética. 

2. Determinar el nivel de pronunciación del docente y estudiante en las 

terminaciones verbales D/ED y los sustantivos S/ES/IES. 

3. Establecerel tipo de estrategia didáctica que el docente aplica en la enseñanza 

de las consonantes sordas y sonoras 

4. Identificar la mejor estrategia que el docente puede utilizar en la enseñanza de 

la pronunciación de las terminaciones verbales D/ED y los sustantivos S/ES/S. 

 

1. DATOS INFORMATIVOS: 

GENERO:M  (    )    F   (    )     EDAD: .......................................... 

CURSO: Segundo año de Bachillerato                   PARALELO: (      ) 

ESPECIALIDAD:…………………………………………………………………………… 
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2. ASPECTOS A INVESTIGAR 

2.1 Tipos de consonantes sonoras y sordas del idioma Inglés: 

        2.1.1 ¿Identifica Ud. los fonemas sordos y sonoros de las consonantes del 

 idioma 

Inglés? 

           SI (       ) 

           NO (      ) 

2.2 Nivel de pronunciación que posee el estudiante en las terminaciones 

verbales D/ED y los sustantivos S/ES/IES 

        2.2.1 Identifica Ud. la diferencia de pronunciación de la siguiente tabla de 

verbos: 

INFINITIV
O 

PASAD
O 

WALK WALKE
D 

PLAY PLAYED 

DECIDE DECIDE
D 

 

           SI (       ) 

NO (      ) 

        2.2.2 Identifica Ud. la diferencia de pronunciación del plural de los sustantivos: 

 por ejemplo:   

SINGULA
R 

PLURAL 

BOX BOXES 

SWEATER SWEATER
S 

HAT HATS 

        SI (       ) 

NO (      ) 
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2.3 Estrategias didácticas aplicadas en la enseñanza de las consonantes 

sordas y sonoras 

2.3.1 ¿Qué estrategias didácticas  utiliza el docente en el aula? 

                 Tradicionales                                  (      ) 

Modernas        (    ) 

 

OBSERVACIONES:…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………… 

Entrevistador:...................................................................... 

 

 

 

 

Students doing the surveys: 
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Annex 2. Teacher’s Survey. 

 

 

UNIVERSIDAD TÉCNICA DE MACHALA 
UNIDAD ACADÉMICA DE CIENCIAS SOCIALES 

ESCUELA DE CIENCIAS DE LA EDUCACIÓN 
ESPECIALIZACIÓN DOCENCIA EN INGLÉS 

 
EXAMEN COMPLEXIVO PARTE PRÁCTICA 

 

 BOLETA DE ENCUESTA A DOCENTE DE INGLÉS  
 

TEMA DE LA INVESTIGACIÓN: 

“APLICACIÓN DE ESTRATEGIAS DIDÁCTICAS PARA LA CORRECTA 

PRONUNCIACIÓN DE LAS TERMINACIONES VERBALES(D/ED) Y EL PRURAL 

DE LOS SUSTANTIVOS (S/ES/IES)” 

OBJETIVOS DE LA ENCUESTA: 

5. Clasificar los tipos de consonantes que existen en el idioma Inglés determinando 

su fonética. 

6. Determinar el nivel de pronunciación del docente y estudiante en las 

terminaciones verbales D/ED y los sustantivos S/ES/IES. 

7. Establecer el tipo de estrategia didáctica que el docente aplica en la enseñanza 

de las consonantes sordas y sonoras 

8. Identificar la mejor estrategia que el docente puede utilizar en la enseñanza de 

la pronunciación de las terminaciones verbales D/ED y los sustantivos S/ES/S. 

 

1. DATOS INFORMATIVOS: 

NOMBRE DEL ENCUESTADO:…………………………………………………………… 

GENERO:M  (    )    F   (    )     EDAD: (       ) 

LUGAR DE TRABAJO:…………………………………………………………………….. 

ESPECIALIDAD DEL DOCENTE:………………………………………………………… 
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2. ASPECTOS A INVESTIGAR 

2.1 Tipos de consonantes sonoras y sordas del idioma Inglés: 

            2.1.1 ¿Utiliza  Ud. los fonemas sordos y sonoros de las consonantes del  

idioma  

             Inglés al momento de enseñar la pronunciación de las terminaciones  

verbales D/ED y los sustantivos S/ES/IES? 

             SI (       ) 

             NO (      ) 

     2.2 Nivel de pronunciación que posee el estudiante en las terminaciones  

VerbalesD/ED y los sustantivos S/ES/IES 

           2.2.2 ¿Qué nivel de pronunciación posee Ud.? 

            A1 (        )                   B1 (          )                   C1 (        ) 

            A2 (        )                   B2 (          )                   C2  (        ) 

           2.2.1 ¿Recibe capacitación para mejorar su pronunciación? 

               Siempre (      ) 

               Regularmente (     ) 

               A veces (     ) 

               Nunca (      ) 

        2.3 Estrategias didácticas aplicadas en la enseñanza de las consonantes  

sorda  y sonoras 

              2.3.1 Usa algún tipo de estrategia en la pronunciación de las terminaciones  

verbales D/ED y los sustantivos S/ES/IES (Coloque un visto en las que  

usted utiliza en su clase) 

1. TIC……………………….. 

2. Repetition……………………... 

3. Use of song and videos……………………… 

4. Use of unvoiced and voiced consonants……………………… 

OBSERVACIONES:………………………………………………………………………… 

Entrevistador:............................................................................................................... . 
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Annex 3. Statistical analysis of students. 

Do you identify the difference between voiced and unvoiced consonants? 

 

 

Identifies you the difference in pronunciation of the following table of verbs? 

INFINITIVO PASADO 

WALK WALKED 

PLAY PLAYED 

DECIDE DECIDED 

 

55% 

45% 

IDENTIFICATION OF UNVOICED AND VOICED 
CONSONANTS  

SI

NO
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Identifies you the difference in pronunciation of the plural nouns? 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

BOX BOXES 

SWEATER SWEATERS 

HAT HATS 

 

 

 

80% 

20% 

DIFFERENCES IN PRONUNCIATION OF VERBS 

SI

NO

85% 

15% 

DIFFERENCES IN PRONUNCIATION OF NOUNS 

SI

NO
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What teaching strategies are used by the teacher?

 

 

 

45% 

55% 

TEACHING STRATEGIES 

TRADICIONALES

MODERNAS


